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I. I NTRODUCTION
Many systems in today’s Internet utilise the mail system to
interact with the user, and consequently user satisfaction with
these services relies on timely e-mail transmissions. In general,
mail transmissions take only a few minutes, and thus users
have come to expect low transmission delays as the default
behaviour. Unfortunately, most of the traffic that mail servers
have to cope with consists of unsolicited messages, alias spam
mails. In order to reduce load, mail server administrators have
begun implementing greylisting [1] for incoming mail. With,
greylisting the mail server initially rejects mail messages from
unknown senders with a reply code indicating a temporary
failure. This forces the sender to retry delivery at a later
date, when it will be accepted (see Section II-A for details).
In effect, greylisting causes artificial delays on mail message
transmissions.
The mail system does not give any guarantees for transmission times. However, as mentioned above, users have come
to expect low delays, and often even depend on them. We
will illustrate the scenario with an example that may appear
familiar to some readers (Figure 1): The user wants to send
a paper to a prestigious conference. After working feverishly
in order to make the deadline, all that is now left to do is
to submit the paper using the on-line conference management
system. With this system, the user has to log in on a web
site and can then upload the paper. Unfortunately, the user
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Abstract—Internet services often use e-mail messages to interact with the user. On the other hand, nowadays many mail
administrators employ Greylisting [1], i.e. artificial delays of
incoming mail, in an attempt to combat spam. While the
latter is a noble undertaking, it may also lead to unacceptable
delays in the transmission of important mail traffic. Problems
of this kind, where the user cannot control the characteristics
of the system itself, can be addressed by restart of the failed
(or delayed) action. In this extended abstract we consider the
application of the restart method to reduce greylisting-related
delays in transmitting mails. We perform a small case-study
and identify open problems. Furthermore, we point out future
research directions in the application of the restart method in
service-oriented systems.
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has forgotten the password, as it has been some time since
the last submission. He requests the system to send him the
password by mail, and then anxiously waits for that one mail,
as the deadline looms ever closer.
In situations such as these, where we do not know the cause
of the delay, it is natural to restart the delayed (or failed)
attempt. In this extended abstract we consider greylisting mail
servers as one particular instance to apply restart. We perform
a case-study (Section III), and then extend our discussion to
encompass future problems in studying the restart method.
II. S CENARIO
The mail system is involved in our scenario as follows:
When the user requests a password reminder, the conference
management system generates a message and transfers it to
its local mail server for delivery. The mail server looks up the
server of the recipient and establishes an SMTP connection to
this server, over which it then transmits the mail [2].
A. Greylisting
With greylisting, things differ from the ideal behaviour just
sketched: Here, the recipient’s mail server only accepts the
mail immediately if the sender is white-listed. Otherwise, it
rejects the mail with a reply code indicating a temporary failure. It then stores a tuple consisting of the sender and receiver
mail addresses and the sending mail server’s IP address into an

B. Models
We study this scenario in terms of a user demanding service
from a system. The service in question is the delivery of
mail messages. By requesting a password reminder, the user
requests message delivery. The service task is completed once
the user receives the reminder. The user may restart the task
by requesting another mail. We want to know whether restart
is applicable, and if so, how long one should wait for delivery
before restarting.
Greylisting delays depend on the receiving and the sending
server. We assume that the user receives all mail through the
same server and that greylisting delays are independent of
the (constant) time until a sender tuple is white-listed in the
receiver. We therefore distinguish three models based on how
they describe the sender. Model M1 describes response times
of the mail system as a single random variable X that reflects
the behaviour of all mail servers. With this model, the restarted
transmission may be performed by a new server. Our second
model, M2 , describes each sending server i by its own random
variable Xi . Restarts are always answered by the same server.
The third model (M3 ) describes the choice of a server i by
an initial probability αi . As with M2 , restart is served by the
same server as the original request, but we allow for a choice
between servers for the original request. Thus, in contrast to
the second model, M3 again describes the whole mail system,
not just a single server.
III. C ASE -S TUDY
We performed a case-study on a real-world mail server.
While the ideal spot to collect the required data would be on
the mail server itself, this is often not feasible due to technical
and organisational constraints. For this reason, we obtained the
data from the X-Greylist header in the mails in our in-boxes.
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internal database. Using this tuple the receiving mail server can
identify subsequent transmission attempts by the same sender.
After a customisable period of time (e.g. 10 minutes) the
sender is automatically added to the white-list. As the sending
mail server retries delivery, one of the repeated attempts will
eventually be accepted. In our example, at this point the user
will finally be able to log in and submit the paper. Within the
receiving mail server, auto-whitelisted entries are periodically
flushed if there has been no corresponding mail message for
some time (e.g. 24 hours).
Greylisting reduces the amount of unsolicited mail (i.e.
spam) that the mail server has to deal with, since most spam
distributors do not attempt delivery upon receiving a failure
code, even if the failure was marked temporary [1]. On the
other hand, it leads to delays in mail transmissions. The delay
depends on the constant time until a tuple is auto-whitelisted,
and on the time the sending mail server waits before retrying
the failed attempt. The latter time is influenced by the settings
of server parameters, and also often by the server load, because
servers may give priority to new messages. A common effect
is that some messages are delayed for several hours, as we
will illustrate in Section III.
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The X-Greylist header is inserted by the mail server when
the message is accepted for delivery. If the mail was subjected
to greylisting, the header contains the time that the message
was delayed and a time-stamp indicating the time at which the
header was inserted. For the purposes of this study we are only
interested in the effects of greylisting and therefore assume
that the greylisting delay reflects the response time of the mail
system. A more thorough study would have to measure end-toend transmission times of mail messages; unfortunately, such
a study is difficult to conduct, since it requires that the clocks
used for time-stamp generation in the sender and receiver be
synchronised.
Prior to analysis we eliminated extreme outliers (e.g. delays
of 61 hours) if they did not appear plausible based on the timestamps in the headers. This left us with 3692 samples from
the period between 24 October 2007 and 11 June 2009. We
employ the R statistics package [3] throughout the analysis.
Our analysis is guided by the three models proposed in the
previous section. Starting with the first model, M1 , we analyse
the data set as a whole. In the first line of Table I we note that
the minimal delay inserted by greylisting is 12 minutes, while
the maximum is around 25 hours. Furthermore, as the squared
coefficient of variation c2 = 6.6 indicates, response times have
high variability. This is corroborated by the distribution of
response times, shown in Figure 2: Most delays are short, but
there is a long tail of large delays. For this model, the optimal
restart timeout, computed with the algorithm presented in [8],
is 2592 s (43 min), indicated in Figure 2.
For the second model we need to describe the behaviour of
single mail servers. In our data set there are samples from 1151
individual senders. However, the vast majority of these sent
very few messages: There are only 19 senders with more than
30 samples, and only four with more than 100 samples. We
limit our analysis to the latter four (senders S1147 –S1150 ), for
which we have 104, 109, 120 and 253 samples, respectively.
Their statistical properties (Table I) show varying behaviour:
S1147 and S1148 have a very low coefficient of variation,
while S1150 has high variability. S1149 has a lower c2 than
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S1150 , but, considering the high median and 95% quantile as
well as the mean, appears to give longer greylisting delays
than either of the other three. Optimal timeouts for these four
senders are 3629 s (1:00 h), 5011 s (1:23 h), 11232 s (3:07 h),
and 2592 s (43 min), respectively.
Our third model consists of initial probabilities αi and
random variables Xi describing the response time for the
respective sender. As we have seen in the previous paragraph,
the low number of samples for most senders makes it difficult
to derive Xi . Therefore, in order to obtain M3 , we first form n
sender clusters based on the similarity of the sender’s response
time distributions. The size of the ith sender cluster is denoted
by mi . We then split the whole data set into n data sets Di such
that Di contains all samples from senders belonging to cluster
i. We derive Xi from Di and estimate initial probabilities by
P
αi = mi/ nj=1 mj
We use Lloyd’s form of the k-means clustering algorithm,
as implemented in R, and set n = 5. We use the mean of the
samples for each sender to characterise the sender’s response
time distribution.
The results are shown in Table I. We observe that our meansbased clustering results in two data sets with c2 < 1 and three
data sets with c2 > 1. Optimal restart timeouts for senders
from the five clusters are 87091 s (24:11 h), 5875 s (1:37 h),
2074 s (34 min), 5184 s (1:26 h), and 1728 s (28 min).
IV. O PEN P ROBLEMS W ITH R ESTART FOR G REYLISTING
AND B EYOND
There are several problems with applying the restart method
in our scenario. First and foremost, we have to decide whether
the method can be applied at all. In particular, we need to know
whether there is high variability in the delays and whether
there is correlation in the delays of subsequent messages.
With respect to variability, we note that the squared coefficient of variation c2 = 6.6 for the first model indicates high
variability, while with the second and the third model we observe cases with high and low variability. These observations
show that the effective delay due to greylisting is not constant,
and that it may depend on the sending server. This supports
our assumption (Section II-B) that the greylisting delay is not
dominated by the receiver’s constant greylisting setting.

Correlation, on the other hand, is difficult to study, as we
do not yet have sufficient amounts of data. Such data must
give the delays of many messages sent in short succession
by the same sender; unfortunately, we cannot obtain such
measurements by passive observation, since it is rather unusual
for a sender to transmit messages in this manner.
After determining whether restart can be beneficial, we have
to decide where the method is to be applied. That is, should
the sender send another reminder after some time, or should
the user request the password again? While the latter has
the obvious disadvantage of putting additional strain on the
service, it requires much less implementation effort than the
former (in the simplest case, the user may just do it manually).
Then, the restart timeout needs to be set. There are several
known algorithms to compute the restart timeout (see e.g. the
taxonomy in [4]), and we have used the algorithm from [8],
but it is not yet clear whether these are applicable to the
kind of completion times encountered in our scenario. One
particular problem affects adaptive restart algorithms that base
their timeout computations on measurements from previous
invocations. In the case-study we already observed that there
is very little data available for most of the senders. This renders
it difficult to compute an optimal timeout for single senders
(model M2 ). We have attempted to circumvent the problem
by clustering the senders based on their characteristics (model
M3 ), but this is still work in progress.
Admittedly, restart for greylisting mail servers is a very
special problem and might not be the most important or
rewarding. However, it serves to illustrate similar problems
that need to be addressed in the application of restart in
service-oriented systems: First, a thorough understanding of
the response times in SOAs is required, and such a model
relies on data obtained from systems in realistic operating
conditions. Unfortunately, very little data and models for such
systems are available. We address this scarcity in an ongoing
effort to extend the work presented in [4], [5], [6], [7].
Second, we need to decide at which level restart should
be applied. In general, restart is performed by the client,
however, in a service-oriented system services may themselves
be clients to other services. Consequently, it may be beneficial
not to limit restart to the user side, but also perform it in the

services that interact with the user. Here, restart may be applied
where the service acts as a client to other services as well as
in the communication with the user (i.e. from the server side).
Third, it needs to be studied whether the available algorithms are optimal for the kind of response times encountered in a service-oriented system. Response times might be
correlated, to which the restart algorithm must be adapted.
Furthermore, the problem of scarce data available to an on-line
algorithm becomes more pressing the more interactions with
different services take place and the more complex service
behaviour becomes.
V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this extended abstract we studied the application of the
restart method to reduce greylisting delays. We performed a
case-study on a real mail server and computed values for the
optimal restart timeout.
Another important contribution of our work, however, is the
identification of open problems that transcend the greylisting
example. In particular, the problem of scarce data available
to an on-line timeout computation algorithm affects restart
in SOA systems, in general. In future work we will study
application of a clustering algorithm, as proposed here, to
solve this problem.
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